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Heritage Seeds

Heritage Seeds
We are stardust, we are golden
We are billion year old carbon,

And we’ve got to get ourselves back to the garden.

Joni Mitchell

It is not enough to save heritage seeds.
The culture of those people to whom each seed belongs 

must be kept alive along with seeds and their cultivation.
Not in freezers or museums

but in their own soil and our daily lives.

The Unlikley Peace at Cuchumaquic, Martin Pretchtel

Seed Saving used to be one of the most important jobs there was − our 
ancestors survived because they saved the seeds that could be depended 
on to nourish people. Over the past 60 years we’ve left seed saving to the 
multinationals whose Kaupapa is to return money to their shareholders − 
rather than one of nourishing people.

Sixty years of saving seed to make maximum profits has changed our seeds, 
and I believe changed their ability to nourish us. When you breed a seed for 
production for many plant generations you change the nutritional make-up 
of that cultivar and inevitably make them less nourishing to us humans.

It is now known that in hybrid seeds there are enzyme blockers which 
prevent the plants grown from that seed picking up key minerals, e.g. 
manganese, which is key for the health and reproduction of all living things!

The only seeds we have today that have been bred for nourishing people, are 
our heritage seeds. For those of us living in this land we have our very own 
New Zealand heritage seeds that were bred by our own ancestors to actually 
nourish US.
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The science of epigenetics shows us clearly how the quality of our food 
communicates with our DNA via tags placed on our ‘junk DNA’ and that 
the quality of this communication determines how our DNA expresses in 
this lifetime and those generations to come. There is a constant process 
of co-evolution happening between our DNA and our environment, and 
the relationships between the earth, our food plants and our bodies are 
intimate and inter-connected beyond our comprehension. The seeds our 
ancestors saved to nourish their families, we believe, will be more able to 
nourish us and our families than those of any other land or culture.

Each heritage seed is not only a result of what you or I grew and saved but the 
sum total of all the influences of the minerals and microbes on the ground, 
the rain and sun and moon, the energies of the earth at that place too.

We need to cultivate the humility that the soil makes us, we do not 
make the soil, and we can only serve her processes of making life. 
Dr. Vandana Shiva

We are the seeds − the seeds are us.

It is a wonderful journey learning to grow these seeds again, eating the 
vegetables, saving the seeds, connecting again to the stories and their 
whakapapa − our whakapapa, and knowing we’re keeping them there for 
the ones to come.

Making these connections is a wonderful way to heal and feel ‘whole’ again. 

See the back cover for contact details and become a member of the Koanga 
Institute to support us saving the seeds of our own ancestors, to receive our 
catalogue and give your access to these seeds. We are only as strong as the 
support we receive from our members
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High Quality Seeds

A critical part of the responsibility we have of passing on down those seeds 
that have come all the way to us across continents, over oceans and down 
through the millennia is growing them in a way that they will be high 
quality seeds.

Seed quality (genetics) depends on two major factors:

1. The amount of carbon grown into the seed environment and…
2. Having sufficient manganese delivered to the seed in the phosphate form.

A.F. Beddoe, in his amazing book Nourishment Home Grown, describes 
how these two elements are so critical:

“The higher the carbohydrate content of the seed, (sugar content, or brix) 
the more energy potential is available to the seed. Carbohydrates contain 
3 substances, carbon, hydrogen and oxygen. The higher the brix the higher 
the carbon levels. The main function of carbon in all biologic life is to be the 
moisture regulator. The higher the carbon the faster each seed will attract 
moisture and swell and germinate, and grow.

Manganese is called the element of life. It is an element that has a high 
specific gravity or density, so it forms the centre or focus of attraction for the 
germ. This focus point is where the incoming particles of energy are organised 
to build plant cell tissue and begin to structure the roots of the plant. Without 
manganese the germ is unable to function. The partial or complete absence 
can mean deformation, no germination or both.”

The Koanga Institute Booklet How To Grow Nutrient Dense Food may help you 
discover how to grow top quality seed, a result of top quality high brix plants.
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Seed Saving 

If you’re new to seed saving and you’re planning to save some of your 
own seeds this Summer, then spend the Winter reading and re-reading 
this brochure and making a good plan. If you’re keen to plan your garden 
so that you can integrate crop rotation, sustainability, seed saving and 
efficiency then you might like to get a copy of the Koanga Garden Planner.

Spend some time looking at the following charts, and maybe check out 
the Koanga Institute Seed Catalogue which also lists all the seeds in their 
families. It’s important to get a feel for which plants are in which families.

It will be possible for you to save your own seeds using the information in 
this booklet, the Koanga Seed Saving Chart has been designed to go with 
this booklet and for many of you a chart will help a lot.

We are the ancestors; we are the human link between past and future.

It’s easy to see how hard or easy the saving of any particular line is by 
checking to see what has survived. The easy ones we have lots of − beans, 
tomatoes, garlic, peas and lettuces. The hard ones we struggle to find many 
that have been saved − carrots, pumpkins, cabbages, cauliflowers, cucumbers.

There is room for anyone to be involved at any level.

Basic seed saving can be done by everyone with no more than the basic 
info in this booklet, and items you will all have in your homes. The Koanga 
Institute catalogue is written to support you on your seed saving journey, 
as is our website Knowledge Base, and the Koanga Garden Guide.
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Know Your Seed Families & Follow The Process

Planning

Once you have read this section of the booklet (Know Your Seed Families 
& Follow the Process) then read the entire booklet, at which point you 
should be ready to make decisions. Some of you might like to use the 
Koanga Garden Planner, (which is written to integrate with this booklet) to 
plan your vegetable garden for seed production, and we also have a very 
special Koanga Seed Savers Wall Chart which has much of the information 
in this booklet in an easy to see wall chart form.

Following the design process in the Garden Planner together with this booklet 
will show you what you can save and what you can’t for your situation.

Flowers and Pollination

It is helpful as seed savers to understand how our plants are pollinated 
as well as what kind of flowers we are dealing with. You’ll find this 
information under the ‘Pollination’ heading for each family. The following 
definitions here will help:

Types of Flowers

•	 Perfect flowers are flowers that have both male and female parts on the 
same flower and the pollen on that flower can pollinate the female stigma 
to fertilise the seed of that same flower, these flowers are called bisexual.

•	 An imperfect flower is either a male or female flower, uni-sexual.

•	 A monoecious plant is a plant that has both male and female flowers on 
it e.g. corn.

•	 A dioecious plant is a plant that has male or female flowers only and 
other plants the opposite, e.g. spinach.
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Pollination Methods

•	 Self fertile, usually physical contact of male and female parts, beans 
(Phaseolus vulgaris beans), and peas.

•	 Wind, pollen is blown from a male flower to a female flower, e.g. corn 
and spinach.

•	 Insects, insects carry pollen from male flower to female flower, e.g. 
pumpkins and onions. Flies, bees, hover flies etc.

Isolation Distances

If we want to prevent our plants from crossing, to keep the seed lines true 
to type, we need to know how far apart they must be from another plant 
that is a different cultivar (named variety) in the same genus and species. It 
usually depends upon the pollination vector, and many seed saving books 
will give you bee flying distance if your plant is to be a bee pollinated plant. 
That is the worst case scenario, and I have found very often if you observe 
your environment carefully there will often be large trees, hedges, valleys 
and hills that affect the way bees fly. Although when they go out in the 
morning they commit to collecting pollen or nectar from one species at a 
time, they do not often fly over huge trees or high hedges or river valleys 
or hills when the sizes of the population of flowers whose nectar they are 
collecting are small and ecosystems diverse. We can often get away with far 
less distances. I have listed distances which in my experience are more than 
enough for long term seed strength and expression, but it all comes down 
to environment, and observation. You can also prevent cross pollination 
by timing. Planting plants as far apart in time as possible, so that pollen 
maturity happens at different times (e.g. early and late corn). In a long 
season climate this may be possible.

Caging is another method of preventing crossing, but is not common 
for home gardeners, and requires insect and pollen proof screens totally 
covering crops of the same species that could cross and either placing 
bumble bee hives in them or other possible pollinators, or alternate day 
caging (i.e. open one cage up each day).
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Minimum Numbers (Population Size)

Our goal here is to maintain the desirable traits of an open pollinated 
variety by managing population size. Some plants require very large 
populations of plants sharing pollen to maintain the genetic diversity 
required for that crop to maintain its strength and characteristics, e.g. corn 
and brassicas, others do not. You will find these details under each species 
in the following pages.

When To Plant for Seed Saving

Throughout this booklet you will find this information sitting under each 
family heading, it is critical to pay attention to these planting times because 
they are far more restricted than it often is for planting the same crops for 
food. It usually takes far longer to grow a seed than the vegetable to eating 
stage, and the seeds must be mature before temperatures go outside those 
the plant requires to make seed. There are many variations here so this is 
critical information.

Rogueing

Follow the rogueing/selection instructions, throughout this booklet for each 
family, so you rogue or remove plants where necessary, in order to maintain 
a strong, true-to-type cultivar. We rogue, or pull out weak plants, possibly 
crossed plants, plants that are not true to type etc. We rogue to continually 
strengthen our seed line, and each time we do that we are developing a 
relationship with that seed line, and creating something unique.

•	 The first rogue is when we choose our seeds. Choose the strongest, 
heaviest, largest and best quality seeds, i.e. high brix seeds, and then 
choose the largest and heaviest and best of those!

•	 The second rogue is when we prick out our seedlings. Leave the weak 
ones behind.

•	 The third rogue is during transplanting. Once again leave the weak 
ones behind.

•	 Next keep an eye on your crop every week, and eat the weakest, or 
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better still feed them to the worm farm or compost to recycle and 
upgrade the energy involved.

•	 Next stage is once the seeds are harvested during the processing stage 
described later, on page 13.

Support/Protection

From the eating stage onwards, many plants will grow very tall. Sometimes 
the plants will become unrecognisable as a swede or cress plant etc., and 
you will have to take good care that they do not fall over.

We use frames that we have made with bamboo or ti tree, and string, or 
flax (see diagram 1) to hold the plants up. When using frames it is far 
easier to plant crops in beds several rows wide, (our beds are 1.2m wide) 
as planting in rows will exclude the possibility of an easy way to support 
them. The only option then will be individual staking and tying, very time 
consuming and requires a lot more bamboo etc. It will also make the crops 
harder to protect from birds at the next growth stage.

It is critical to watch moisture levels in the soil when crops are going to 
seed, water stress will attract shield bugs and aphids etc. It is also really 
critical to observe your maturing seed heads each day to notice if birds have 
found them, or if they are shattering (seeds falling out, onto the ground).
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When we make bamboo frames around the beds to support a crop using 
bamboo poles at 1m apart spacings all around the outside of the bed we 
make sure the bamboo is far taller than needed for that job so that they can 
be used to hold the bird netting later on as well. The heights of crops vary a 
lot when at the mature seed head stage, it takes a while to find out just how 
tall you have to have your nets but for most crops 2m is high enough. When 
we do this we tie extra light bamboo poles across the top of the frame to 
hold the plants up (see diagram 2). It is easy to lose a whole crop at this 
stage to the wind, so ensure you do things so they will not blow over. Some 
times we have to add bamboo poles inside the netting to hold it up higher 
or to hold the sides out to further help protect seeds from birds.

Some crops don’t need significant support, other than around the outside 
of the bed, but do need to be protected from the birds e.g. quinoa, wheat, 
amaranth, flaxseed, hulless barley, hulless oats etc., so we use our pieces of 
6mm reinforcing steel rods bent to form an upside down U shape, or more 
exactly a three sides of a rectangle, pushed into the ground 1m apart along 
the beds then cover with bird netting (diagram 3).
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Harvest

Information about harvesting is included in the following sections for each 
family or plant type, but essentially we are aiming to leave our seed heads 
on the plants as long as we can, preferably until they are dry and ready 
to thresh. At this stage a lot of ‘common sense’ has to be used to make 
decisions. If the birds are eating it, it is probably ready to harvest and you 
need to cover it or you will lose it! If the seed falls out easily when rubbed 
it’s time to harvest it etc. We keep a big pile of old sheets and old curtain 
mesh etc., to hold the seed as we harvest it. You must use common sense 
and choose the best sheet for the job, i.e. don’t use a sheet or cloth with 
large holes if the seed is very fine.

Drying

We often dry our seed in the plastic house where we raise our seedlings to 
begin with. Then, after we’ve threshed and cleaned it, we put it through the 
electric dehydrator, to make sure we have the moisture levels low enough 
to make it safe to put the seed into the freezer to kill any potential pests 
before storing it. If you are using an electric dehydrator, make sure it’s one 
with a thermostat, and you can turn the temperature down to 30-35°C. 
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Most cheap dehydrators in NZ are on 70°C and they cannot be turned 
down. If you are saving seed for home use only, you will not really need an 
electric dehydrator, just put the seeds in the sun on the window sill or in 
the greenhouse until very dry. Trust your intuition (and common sense) on 
this, you can see and feel when they are dry enough quite easily. Pumpkins 
don’t bend, beans are hard and shiny… commercial seed producers dry 
their seed to 10% moisture but even without any testing facilities it is easy 
to get the moisture down to this level by common sense.

Threshing

Once dried − crunchy, crackly dry, much of our seed is cleaned (threshed) 
by a combination of dancing on it, either in a barrel (diagram 4), on the 
concrete or even the hard, dry ground on a tarp, or an old sheet. Cleaning 
dry seed is basically about separating it from its husk or pod, and chaff.

Rich, from Seeds of Change in Gila, New Mexico, connected me to the 
age old process of cleaning seed by dancing on it on the ground, and in 
the process singing or story telling the stories into the seeds. Beans, peas, 
carrots, brassicas, beetroot are all seeds we do this with.

A combination of dancing and rubbing is all most seeds need, as long as they 
have been dried to a crackly stage first. Some people use flails to beat the dry 
seed pods to extract the seed (see diagram 5). Once the seed has been danced 
on (diagram 6) and the seeds are mostly out of their pods you can pick up the 
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sheet they are all sitting on and pull all four corners up together and shake 
the whole bundle (diagram 7). The heavy seeds will all work their way to the 
very bottom of the bundle, and all the light chaff will be sitting on top. It is 
then pretty easy to remove the chaff and collect the clean seed. Once most of 
the chaff is removed it is also easy to winnow the remaining seed.
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If you are using a barrel to stomp the seed pods in then once the seeds are 
out of their pods we pick up one end of the barrel, at maybe a 30 degree 
angle and shake it so that all the good seed goes into a pool in the bottom 
corner and the chaff can easily be removed. Next step is also winnowing.

We also clean a lot of seed by simply rubbing it over our seed cleaning 
screens, made of stainless steel mesh of various sizes. Ours range from 40, 
30, 25, 20, 18, 15, 12, 10, 8, to 5 squares per inch. We choose a set of screens 
each time we use them that means the big rubbish will stay above the top 
screen, the seed will fall through to the next screen, and the dust will go 
through to the next screen… or variations on that theme.

There are other ways of cleaning seed, e.g. tomato seed is often fermented. 
Details about how to clean specific seeds are in the following pages under 
appropriate family sections.

Winnowing

Once you have got the seed out from its pod you will then have to separate 
the rubbish or chaff (broken up old seed husks etc.) from the seeds. 
Common sense is a great help here too! This may be partly or fully achieved 
by using screens however there is almost always a benefit to be had by 
winnowing in the breeze or in front of a fan with a sheet spread on the 
ground in front of it.

If using a light breeze, you can either tip the seed from one container to 
another in an appropriate breeze. This works very well with a little practice. 
You could also set up a small electric fan at one end of a sheet spread on the 
ground and tip the seeds in front of the fan. The best, heaviest, seeds will 
fall closest to the fan, and the rubbish/chaff furthest away.

Selection

Now you have your seed grown, harvested, dried, cleaned and winnowed 
ready for the final selection process. If you have been using screens to clean 
your seed then you may already have large seed and medium or smaller 
seed in separate piles. If you do then find your large heavy seed by dropping 
large seed in front of a fan or carefully in a breeze into another sheet or 
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container. The seed that drops first is the heaviest, the seed that flies the 
furtherest is the lightest. We want the largest heaviest seed for Mother Seed.

Sometimes this process is done in front of a fan once it has been danced on 
and winnowed from basket to basket. This is the final selection stage and 
for some seeds we do not do this because the selection was do e in the field 
from the best tomato or melon etc., but for many seed lines this is a critical 
seed selection stage.

Bug Control

After winnowing the seed we place all of our seed into the freezer for a 
minimum of three days to kill any bugs or eggs of bugs that might hatch 
at a later date and eat the seed! In a home garden situation this is not as 
necessary, however, it is a great idea. If you don’t want to freeze your seed, 
or are unable to, you might like to try putting some dried herbs or leaves 
in with the seed to repel the insects. In India, neem leaves are used for this 
purpose, perhaps we could use Ngaio, garlic, diatomaceous earth etc., or 
simply plain old wood ash!

The following piece of writing came in a letter written by Henry Harrington. 
Until recent years he was alone in saving several hundred lines of seed and 
found that the chamomile helped keep the lines alive until he could grow 
them out again. He has been instrumental in keeping many lines alive in this 
land and he is always offering interesting bits like this folk lore!

“Chamomile; when I was a child Chamomile flowers were said to be a 
preservative for seeds in storage. The flowers were picked, just the flower 
heads, not the stalks, and after the evening meal was cooked and the oven 
was cooling down the flowers were laid out on an oven tray and put into the 
cooling oven for the night. This I think was to kill any germination of seed 
if you picked the flowers that were too mature. Next day, with the aid of a 
pestle and mortar they were ground up to a fine powder which was kept on 
an airtight tin. When seed was cleaned, dried and ready for storage, a pinch 
of Chamomile was put into each container of seed and the lid closed. The 
container was given a shake to coat the seed and the container was stored 
away until needed for planting. I now know Chamomile is a fungicide, so 
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that would be the value it had in preserving seed. Not a preservative, but 
the action of killing any fungi on the seeds that would ruin the seed while in 
storage for years.”  Henry Harrington

“The problem is that the diversity is disappearing, and we can’t wait for the 
experts to take responsibility. That was part of what Seeds of Change was 
founded on, the principle that all of us have to take responsibility for preserving 
what diversity we can. We try to create the awareness that people have a real 
ability to make a difference.”  Seeds of Change, Gabriel Howearth
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Amaranthus Family

Pollination

Flowers are monoecious, and are mainly wind pollinated, although insect 
pollination is reputedly possible. I have never seen any crossing even when 
growing beds of different cultivars next to each other.

Isolation Distances

For commercial production of large amounts of grain, 5 km distance may 
be necessary for seed purity, but in a home garden situation be sure to 
plant your amaranth in beds with several rows close together in blocks to 
encourage cross pollination between plants, and keep blocks of different 
cultivars with several beds (maybe 10m) in between them.

Minimum Numbers:

50+

Best Time To Plant for Seed Saving

To achieve a heavy crop of seed the plants must go into the ground at the 
same time as your main crop corn. I plant mine in seed trays 3 weeks 
before that, and prick out as they emerge at 2.5cm diagonal spacings, and 
then into the ground at 30cm diagonal spacings into bio-intensive beds.

Rogueing

Pricking out and transplanting are good times to rogue out weakest by 
planting the best. Pull out any plant that does not look true to type before 
flowering, i.e. smaller, taller, weaker, different colour etc.

Support /Protection

Some amaranths do not grow tall, e.g. Pygmy Torch and Tampala, and may 
not need support, in fact all amaranths have very strong stems, but they 
may need netting from birds. You may also get away without it. If the birds 
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get into the grain before the seed is ready to harvest then follow diagram 3 
netting instructions on page 13.

Harvest

Seed ripens during February-March in NZ from the bottom of the stem 
up. It’s easy to tell when to harvest the heads as they change colour from 
bright and showy to dull, and the seed comes out easily when you rub them 
in your hand. Cut entire stems off immediately below the bottom branch 
containing seeds.

Drying

After harvesting seed heads lay in plastic house on the benches on sheets. 
Your propagation benches in the greenhouse will do well, as long as they 
are not solid wood (the air needs to be able to move through the plants to 
fully dry the seed in our climate) before threshing and winnowing.

Threshing
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Once the heads are dry and crunchy, you can lay them on a sheet or tarpaulin 
on the concrete or hard ground and dance on the heads, or thrash them with 
a flail (see diagram 5 & 6) or rub them by hand to get the seed out of the 
heads. The more heads you have, the less you will feel like rubbing them by 
hand, and the more you’ll find a way to dance/stomp/flail them.

Winnowing

Once the seed has been dislodged it is easy to winnow by tipping from a 
bucket into a large cut off barrel, another bucket or a screen, a few times, to 
blow away the rubbish. I then return the seed on a sheet to the greenhouse 
bench for a few days to finish drying and then store in a barrel or jars until 
needed in the kitchen. It is not critical to remove every last bit of chaff 
because when we put the seeds into water to cook them or soak them the 
chaff floats off.

The seeds can be put through screens at this point to grade the seed into 
large and smaller, and then winnowed again to get the large heavy seed for 
‘mother seed’. Screen sizes 1-1.5mm.

Seed Life Expectancy

In cool dry dark conditions we find amaranth seed will retain 80% 
germination for many years, it is regarded as a long lived seed.
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Amaryllidaceae Family

Genus Species Common Name

Allium

ameloprasum Leek, Elephant Garlic

cepa Common Onion e.g. Pukekohe Long 
Keeper, California Red etc., Shallot, 
Multiplying Onion, Potato Onion, Top 
Setting Onion

fistulosum Japanese Bunching Onion, Welsh Onion

sativum Garlic, Rocombole

schoenoprasum Common Chives

tuberosum Garlic Chives

In a home garden situation most members of the Allium family are very 
easy to save for seed, because we collect the bulbs (garlic, potato onions, 
tree onions and shallots), store them and replant in Autumn/Winter or 
early Spring. Others we just keep on dividing up e.g. multiplying leeks and 
multiplying spring onions, and Welsh Bunching onions (which can also be 
grown from seed).

The only species we are likely to be collecting seed of are the leeks 
(ampeloprasum) or the seeding types of onions (cepa). As they cross within 
species this means we can only grow one variety from each species at a 
time, within pollinator distance of another member of the same species.

Pollination

Flowers are perfect. Flies and bees are the primary pollinators of the seed 
bearing members of this family. NB: many shallots and potato onions etc. 
(all A cepa) will have random flower heads and they are A.cepa so can cross 
with these annual onions… beware!
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Isolation Distances

Isolation distances for seed saving from the seed bearing members of this 
family (onions, leeks, Welsh Bunching onions) can be up to 5 km (‘Seed to 
Seed’) depending on geography. My feeling is that 5 km applies when one is 
planting acres of seed and you’re on the Canterbury Plains with no hills or 
valleys! I find that far smaller distances work where you have populations of 
only 100+, and you have small valley systems and loads of hills and trees.

Minimum Numbers

For the seed bearing members of this family you’ll need to grow 
a minimum of 100+ plants to get seed of both the cepa and the 
ampeloprasum species. I would suggest you plant at least 500 onions, mark 
the 100 most true to type for seed saving and eat the rest. It works best to 
harvest all the onions in Summer, choose the best 100 for seed and plant 
them again in early August to go to seed the following Summer.

Garlic, shallots, tree onions and all members where you are using the 
swollen stems as your seed you can use simply the one best plant, but it is 
always best to grow more. I suggest 100+ because it is critical we have large 
enough populations to be selecting for disease resistance at this time.

When To Plant

Plant onions for seed May to August. Plant bulbs, e.g. garlic, shallots, tree 
onions, etc. from May to September, depending on area and experience, 
check your local old time growers for advice!

Rogueing/Selection

For seed bearing members rogueing can be taken care of by eating those 
that are least true to type, at point of onion harvest. Everything that is not 
the usual shape, is to small or weak, or that does not die back and dry off 
well with a narrow neck. With onions that are harvested when mature in 
Summer, and hung up and stored before planting again to go to seed you 
can also choose only onions that store well and that remain very hard.
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With shallots, tree onions, potato onions, garlic etc., select your best bulbs 
as they are harvested to keep for your ‘mother’ seed. With tree onions and 
shallots it is a good idea to look carefully at each onion you harvest and 
choose only those for seed that do not have the hard seed stem growing up 
through the onion, as well as the biggest and hardest. If you choose and select 
only those that have an external hard stem you will after a very few years 
have a far better line that you began with. Be sure to select for large clumps as 
well as large onions and disease resistant onions, garlic, shallots etc.

Support /Protection

None needed for all cultivars where bulbs are being collected. Sometimes 
brown and red annual onions need supporting with a grid when the seed 
stalks get very tall, as described in diagram 2.

Harvesting

Onions can be harvested when the tops have fallen over and are dying back 
and going brown. I grade mine at this point into eating and seed saving.

It’s easy to tell when to harvest the actual seed, just wait until the seed turns 
black in the seed heads the following Summer. Check carefully to ensure 
the seed is not dropping out, onto the ground as it goes black. It always pays 
to harvest slightly early, and put in the greenhouse to finish drying, rather 
than lose to a rain storm in the Autumn. The more black mature seed 
harvested the better quality the seed will be.

Bulbs… We tie our garlic in bunches of 20 bulbs at a time and hang them 
with their stems etc. all still on them, in an airy dry place to fully dry. This 
will take around a month. You can choose to leave the garlic hanging like 
this until needed however I prefer to go through and cut the tops off, and 
rub the outside garlic covers off to leave a clean shiny looking bulb. I then 
cut the roots off too and place all the top grade bulbs in an onion bag, with 
all the second grade left for eating in other bags.

With potato onions, shallots and tree onions it is critical to mark the best 
bulbs or clumps of bulbs before harvesting. We select for size of clump, 
size of bulbs, disease resistance, and in the case of shallots and tree onions, 
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we choose bulbs where the hard stem does not grow up through the edible 
onion. Harvest those chosen as the next seasons ‘mother seed’, dry out of 
the sun and store in onion bags in shade and dry, then collect the rest for 
eating, dry and store in onion bags.

Threshing

Seed bearing members. Once the seed heads are dry and crunchy, rub with 
your hands or dance on them on a sheet or tarp to remove the seeds.

Winnowing

Onion seed is very easy to winnow, simply let the seed and rubbish fall 
from one container to another in a gentle breeze or in front of a fan with a 
sheet on the ground in front of the fan. Do this several times until you have 
clean seed. After winnowing we float our onion seed. This gets rid of any 
empty seed and improves the germination rate. Once floaters are poured off 
dry remaining seed immediately.

Selection

Any outstanding onions for ‘mother seed’ can be selected and marked in 
the field. After harvest you can select the biggest and heaviest.

Storage

Onions, garlic and shallots etc. can be either hung up in onion bags or 
strung up, and hung in a cool, airy, dry, place. These bags can remain all 
winter in an airy dry place. Onion seed, once dry and clean, can be stored 
in an airtight container in a cool place.

Seed Life Expectancy

When stored in cool, dark, dry conditions, leeks will retain 50% 
germination for 3 years, onions for 2 years.
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Apiaceae Family

Genus Species Common Name Life Cycle

Apium graveolens Celery, Celeriac biennial

Anethum graveolens Dill annual

Coriandum sativum Coriander annual

Daucus carota Carrot biennial

Foeniculum vulgare Fennel perennial often 
grown as annual

Pastinaca sativa Parsnip biennial

Petroselinum crispum Parsley, Parsley Root biennial

Members of the Apiaceae family cross within species, but not between 
species. That means carrots will cross with all other members of the daucus 
carota species which includes wild carrot, but won’t cross with members of 
the other species (parsnips for example). Many are biennial, which means 
they need to over-winter and set seed the following Spring.

Pollination

The Apiaceae family are all insect pollinated. The flowers are perfect, which 
means they have both male and female parts, but they cannot self pollinate 
because the anthers shed their pollen before the stigmas are ready on each 
flower. The flowers open on each head over a long period of time however, 
so there are always stigmas ready to receive the pollen that is being shed by 
another flower.

Isolation Distances

Because the flowers are insect pollinated, each crop must be isolated from 
other members of the same species, theoretically by several kilometres! I 
find that it is possible to grow carrot seed outside and not have it crossed 
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by wild carrot with a little careful planning, especially in hilly areas, where 
the winds and the bees tend to operate within valley systems. We have 
successfully saved good seed by planting a patch of carrot seed inside a 
large area of tall corn, and our current system is to place our carrot seed 
gardens (isolation gardens) in the middle of large sheep paddocks, because 
sheep eat all members of the carrot family. That keeps our carrot flowers 
safe from contamination!

Minimum Numbers

60-100 carrots/parsnips/skirret and other apiaceae roots to seed, selected 
from several hundred planted and harvested roots. For chervril, coriander, 
fennel, parsley save seed from 16 best plants.

When To Plant

Seed for biennial roots is planted in Summer and the roots are harvested in 
late Autumn/early Winter. In a mild Winter and very free draining soils, 
they can be replanted immediately. In a cold climate or wet soils they are 
usually stored in sawdust or sand over the Winter. When replanted in the 
spring the roots will go up to seed fast.

Seed for chervril, and dill best planted early Spring to flower and seed 
that Summer.

Coriander, fennel, and parsley will all do best if planted in early Autumn to 
over-winter and seed the following Summer.

Rogueing

For those members of the Apiaceae family that are not root crops you can simply 
rouge out all plants that are weak, or not true to type in some way, or that bolt.

Root Crops − When you harvest your roots in Autumn/early Winter, check them 
all, keep the best looking, most true to type, or whatever characteristics you are 
looking for, shape size, uniformity or not, colour, including taste. Yes, you can cut 
the bottom inch or two off each carrot and they will still grow when replanted. 
If growing carrots that taste good is important to you then taste them all and 
choose those that taste the best! Eat those you are not replanting for seed.
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Support /Protection
Once again they all grow very tall when going up to seed and you will need 
to provide protection against the wind in some way, so that you do not lose 
all the seed if the plant falls over at a critical time. We use mesh grids, as 
described in the Amaranthus section, or simply put in stakes around your 
patch and string around them.

Harvest
The first seed heads are always the largest and the strongest. They can be 
harvested, just cut the seed heads off their stems, as soon as the heads turn 
brown and are then best dried until very dry in a greenhouse or drier.

Threshing
Processing carrot seed and all seeds in the Apiaceae family is easy. Pick the 
heads as they go brown, and put them onto curtain netting which has a very 
fine mesh. Lay them on the netting on shelves in the greenhouse until they 
are very crunchy. At this point put the heads onto a tarpaulin on the hard 
ground or into a cut off plastic barrel (cut in half lengthways). Dance, jump or 
rub your feet on the heads until the seeds all separate from the chaff. You can 
then remove the largest bits of chaff with your hands and winnow the rest. 
Once you have the seed this clean, you can rub it even more to take off all 
the little rough hooks on each seed which stops it from free flowing and easy 
planting. This is optional but quite fun to do. Carrot seed dust is very fine 
and we wear scarves over our noses or use protective masks! We rub our seed 
across seed screens to clean the seed but it can be done by rubbing or dancing 
on the seed. The more you rub it the smoother the seeds become.

Selection
Once again the largest and then the heaviest seed is the top grade seed to keep 
as your ‘mother seed’ use screens and or winnowing as described on page 16.

Seed Life Expectancy
Under cool, dry, dark conditions carrots will retain very high germination 
for 3 years, after that the rate drops fast. Parsley 50% for 3 years, parsnip 1 
year only, even when stored well.
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Asteraceae Family

Genus Species Common 
Name

Flower Type, 
Pollination

Life Cycle Minimum 
No.

Isolation When 
to Plant

Arcticum lappa Gobo 
(Japanese 
Burdock)

perfect, 
insect 
pollinated

perennial 250m Spring

Chrysanthemum

coronarium Shungiku perfect, 
insect 
pollinated

annual 250m Spring

intybus Chicory 
(Witloof 
Chicory)

self 
incompatible, 
insect 
pollinated

biennial 80+ 250m Late 
Summer, 
early 
Autumn

scolymus Artichoke 
(Globe 
Artichoke)

perfect, 
insect 
pollinated

perennial seed super 
variable, 
best to 
divide root

250m+ Spring

tuberosus Jerusalem 
Artichoke 
(Sunroot)

use roots for 
seed

perennial grow from 
root

save 
roots

Spring

Chicorium endivia Endive self 
pollinated

annual 20+ 3m Early 
Autumn

Lactuca sativa Lettuce, 
Celtuce

self 
pollinated

annual 20+ 3m Early 
Spring

Polymnia sonchifolia Yacon use roots for 
seed

perennial grow from 
root

roots Spring

Scorzonera hispanic Black Salsify 
(Scorzonera)

perfect, 
insect 
pollinated

biennial 100+ 250m Spring

Tragopogon porrifolius Salsify perfect,  
insect

biennial 100+ 250m Spring

Sonchus oleraceous Puha self 
pollinated

annual 20+ 3m Early 
Spring

Pollination

The flowers of this family vary, some are self pollinated, others require 
insects and chicory is self incompatible see chart above. Some of the seed 
saving in this family will consist of selecting tubers and roots (e.g. yacon, 
artichokes), instructions under Harvest and Selection.
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We sometimes have trouble with growing lettuce to seed in our wet 
Summers. Lettuce flowers rot and do not set seed if it is too humid or 
wet, and commercially most growers of seed do so in greenhouses. Some 
varieties are more susceptible than others to this. Lightheart and Odells are 
the best in a humid wet situation.

Isolation Distances

Self fertile cultivars are best to keep blocks same cultivar 3m, separate to 
another cultivar. Insect pollinated species must be kept at insect flying 
distance apart from other cultivars of the same species approx 250m.

Minimum Numbers

See chart.

When To Plant

Every species in this family is different so we’ve added this column to the 
chart at the top of the Asteraceae section above, those that are biennial 
must over-winter to go to flower and seed the following Summer.

Rogueing/Selection

For above ground crops, e.g. lettuce, endive, chicory, puha, keep a general 
eye out for plants that are not true to type and eat these rather than leaving 
for seed. These crops will go to seed the first summer they are in the ground. 
Think about selecting for plants that do not bolt, are not as affected by rain 
during flowering (causing the flowers to rot rather than set seed) etc.

For Globe artichokes which are very variable when grown from seed look 
carefully at production, colour, shape, thorniness, and vigour.

For those Asteraceae that are root crops, you must save seed from those 
that have the best roots, or you will lose crop quality very fast. Asteraceae 
root crops can be selected in the same way described for carrots in the 
Apiaceaea section. You will not harvest seed until the second Summer they 
are in the ground.
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Support/Protection

Plants grow very tall when going up to seed and will need either staking or 
a mesh frame. Birds will eat Asteraceae seed if they can.

Harvesting

Puha, lettuce, burdock, salsify and scorzonera seed must be harvested just 
before it blows away on the wind. If you leave it one day too long it will 
suddenly open and disappear. Don’t worry about getting it a little too early, 
that will not matter. The seed will continue maturing and open up inside 
the paper bag or sheet that you place it in as you harvest the heads.

Endive and Chicory seed heads must be watched very carefully because 
the seed heads are so hard to see and the birds often get in there and eat 
the seed before we see it. Watch carefully for seed coats broken up on 
the ground, underneath these plants. You will have to cover these crops 
carefully, learn to be a good observer and harvest whole seed heads when 
they are mature and dry and brown.

Root crops follow instructions as for Apiaceae. Yacon and Jerusalem 
artichokes are best harvested all at once so you can keep the harvest from 
each plant separate to see which plants have the best sized and shaped, and 
potentially tasting crops. Keep these roots for your next seasons seed.

Threshing

Lettuce seed, once harvested and dried to the crunchy stage (if necessary in 
the greenhouse), is easy to rub into a powder on a screen or by dancing on 
the seed on a tarp, then winnow to clean the seed. Be aware that processing 
the seed cases results in very fine powder which, like dust, can go into your 
lungs. We wear scarves over our noses and mouths when processing lettuce 
seed. It’s the worst kind of seed for producing fine dust!

Endive seed is the one that gets processed last each year, because it has very 
tough pods and they require brute strength to break them up to extract 
the seed. We usually end up using a fence post rammer in a heavy flat 
bottomed metal container to break them up, then winnowing is easy. If you 
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are growing for home garden situation, doing a few by hand will not be so 
bad. We also broke the husks open one year by driving over them on a sheet 
on very hard ground and a very heavy vehicle, then winnow as usual.

Salsify, scorzonera, globe artichoke, burdock and shungiku are all easy; 
similar to lettuce but bigger seed, so you can more easily see what you are 
doing. When we pick salsify and scorzonera seed we pick the seed heads at 
the same time as breaking off the fluffy part to make the seed easier to clean 
later. When harvesting and processing burdock seed we are uptight about not 
dropping or losing any seed because it can become a bad noxious weed.

Selection

For Jerusalem artichokes you must keep some of the roots that you eat. 
Choose nice big, smooth skinned ones. Yacon has two different kinds of 
underground tubers, the huge, juicy, elongated tubers for eating, and the 
smaller corms which sit above the edible part, for seed.

All other seed it is the biggest then heaviest seed to save for ‘mother seed’.

Seed Life Expectancy

Endive seed will remain viable for many years under dry, cool, dark 
conditions; artichoke seed will remain viable for 7 years; sunflowers 7 years;  
lettuce 3 years; scorzonera 2 years; salsify 4 years. Yacon and Jerusalem 
artichoke tubers must be planted each year.
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Brassicaceae Family

Genus Species Common Name Minimum No.

Brassica juncea India Mustard, Mustard 
Greens

80+

napus Rutabaga, Swede, Siberian 
Kale, Rape

50+

nigra Black Mustard 80+

oleracea Broccoli, Brussel Sprouts, 
Cabbage, Cauliflower, 
Collards, Kale, Kohlrabi

100+

rapa Turnip, Broccoli, Raab, 
Chinese Cabbage, Chinese 
Mustard, Mizuna

80+

Eruca sativa Rocket 80+

Diplotaxis ericoides 80+

Lepidium sativum Garden Cress 20+

Raphanus sativus Radish 80+

Rorripa microphyla Large Leaf Watercress 20+

nasturtium Watercress 20+

Pollination

Brassicas are insect pollinated and cross within species only (see chart 
above). Bees love these flowers and go a long way to bring this pollen home, 
especially in Winter and early Spring.
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Isolation

Seed to Seed says you must have one mile between flowering cultivars of 
the same species, but I’ve found the distance can be less, depending on 
hills, valleys and what is in between. Too hard you think, especially when 
isolation distance is combined with the large minimum numbers required 
− then become member of the Koanga Institute or your local seed saving 
organisation and help us to do it. It will certainly always be a very big 
challenge to keep this seed strong.

Minimum Numbers

See chart above but remember that these numbers are the minimum 
numbers that must be left in the ground after all rogueing is done. The 
more variable or weak or crossed up your seed is the more you will need to 
rogue out.

Various species of this family are more or less genetically stable than 
others. The old, less well known cultivars are often more genetically stable 
requiring fewer numbers to maintain viability, true to type and genetic 
strength. The more modern cultivars are far less stable and require extreme 
vigilance to maintain true to type and genetic stability.

This is the reason why industrial seed companies no longer maintain 
brassica cultivars this way. They are basically all now genetically 
engineered, albeit in a way that either gets through all the loop holes and 
is sold as F1 hybrid seed (e.g. CMS seed , or more recently as genetically 
‘edited’ seed that cannot be seen or tested for. 

For more information see the section beginning on page 10.

If you want to grow your own oleraceae seed that has the strength to 
remain a strong cultivar over time, you must plant a minimum of 300 
plants, rogue out the 100-200 least true to type, and save the seed from the 
rest. This kind of grow out needs to be done on a regular basis every few 
years to keep the seed alive, however on its own it is not rigorous enough to 
keep the seed line strong.
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To keep the seed line strong for the long haul you must dig out the 6-10 best 
examples of your brassica at the ready-to-eat stage (from a grow out of 300, 
which may by now be rogued down to 100) and plant them far away from 
each other, so that they cannot be cross pollinated (maybe 2 km apart). This 
means they will be forced to self pollinate. After you have saved the seed from 
these plants the next step is to grow 50 plants from each of these 6 separate 
plants all together in one place. There will be lots of variation in these plants 
as any weaknesses will be amplified. When they get to the eating stage choose 
the ten best plants. It is unlikely that many home gardeners will be able to 
do this as it is a long and costly exercise. Traditionally villages held only one 
brassica line each, and it would have been a cultivar developed over time 
in that place that probably also had lots of variation unlike the cultivars we 
know today. If we are going to keep our various more modern cultivars alive 
we must engage in the rigorous selection process described above.

Species other than oleraceae if a good seed line to begin with may do well 
with a population of around 100+ to begin with, rogued down to 80+.

When To Plant
The following members of this family are best planted in early Spring to harvest 
a good seed crop that Summer, all the B rapa, juncea and napus, broccoli, 
cauliflower, mustard. The rest of this family will produce a far stronger seed 
crop, and you have a chance to rogue out the bolters if you plant them in late 
Summer and over-winter them, to save seed the following Summer. Cabbages 
and Brussels sprouts are tricky in that they must actually be fully mature before 
the solstice if you want them to head to seed in Spring/Summer.

Rogueing
Remove and eat any which are not true to type.

Support/Protection
Brassicas will grow very tall when they go to seed. We use different 
methods for keeping them up off the ground for different crops. Sometimes 
it is good to put a strong stake in the ground by individual plants and 
tie them to it, sometimes best if they grow through a grid and others we 
put stakes in the ground around the outside of the bed and strong string 
around that so they stay above the bed.
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The hardest part of growing brassica seed is often keeping the birds off it 
until it is mature enough to harvest. I would recommend being prepared to 
cover the ripening seed, as the birds seem to regard brassica seed as their 
favourite food, just as the bees regard the flowers as theirs!

We always cover the seed heads with bird netting, so often make the 
support structure tall enough to hold up the bird netting when it’s needed.

Harvest
Take a large sheet out to the garden and place it right beside your seed crop, 
then use scissors or a garden shark to cut the stems just below the seed 
heads and place them on the sheet. Brassica seed pods often break open 
when they are harvested so be sure to harvest just before they are totally 
ready, or do the job very carefully.

Drying
Place the sheet in the greenhouse until all heads/pods are crunchy dry.

Threshing
Once we have our dry seed pods we then throw them into our half barrels 
(cut off length wise) and dance on the pods, or put them onto a tarp on the 
ground and dance on them there. The seed all falls out very easily and can 
be winnowed to clean it.

Winnowing
Brassica seed can be easily winnowed in the breeze or in front of a fan and 
it can also easily be separated from the chaff using seed screens.

Selection
Always save the biggest heaviest seed for ‘mother seed’ see page 16.

Seed Life Expectancy
When stored in cool, dry, dark conditions, cabbage seed will remain viable 
for 4 years, broccoli and cauliflower 5 years, kale and collards 4 years, 
Chinese cabbage and Chinese mustard 5 years, turnip 5 years, radish 5 years.
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Chenopodaceae Family

Genus Species Common Name When To Plant

Atriplex Hortensis Orach Spring, warm

Beta Vulgaris Garden Beet, Sugar 
Beet, Mangle Beet, 
Swiss Chard

Late Summer, early 
Autumn

Chenopodium
Album Lamb’s Quarters Spring, warm

Quinoa Quinoa Spring, warm

Spinacia Oleracea Spinach Early Autumn, 
early Spring

Pollination

All members of the Chenopodaceae family are wind pollinated.

Isolation Distances

The pollen is light and can travel for up to 10 km. As with the brassicas, I 
have found you can grow them far closer if you watch your valleys, trees, 
shelter and where you plant things, but watch very carefully because this 
fine pollen is amazing where it gets to and how far it travels.

Minimum Numbers

Plant a minimum of 300 beetroot or chard/beet, rogueing out the 100-200 
least true to type to keep the line strong for the long haul.

We’ve been sent many variations on the chard/silverbeet theme, so it’s clear 
that this plant has been one of the real staples for our ancestors in this land. 
It’s also clear to me that not all species of this family need to have such large 
grow outs. I think beetroot, manglebeet, spinach and quinoa do need large 
grow outs, but silverbeet, orach and chard cultivars seem to have worked 
for over 150 years in this land with far less numbers.
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When To Plant

The Beta vulgaris species, will not go to seed unless they have been grown 
through a Winter. It works best to plant the seed in late Summer, get them 
to full size before Winter, and they will seed strongly the following Spring/
Summer, go to seed well if planted in Spring. Spinaceae oleracea produce 
the best seed if grown through Winter and you get a good chance to rogue 
well for bolters and select for those that do well in the cold, but they do go 
to seed when planted in early Spring.

Lamb’s Quarters and Magenta Spreen need planting at the same time as 
you plant corn, when the soil temperature reaches 15°C

Rogueing

With beetroot, sugar beet, mangle beet, quinoa and spinach take out the 
least true to type and eat. With silverbeet, chard and orach only save seed 
from strong true to type plants.

Support/Protection

All members of this family will grow tall and need support in a home 
garden situation to prevent losing seed. We use stakes for tall plants like 
silver beet, and grids for lower plants like spinach. Birds love the mature 
seed so you’ll have to watch carefully and cover if necessary.

Harvest

Chenopod seeds come from their stems very easily so it’s critical to harvest 
before this stage or very carefully which is often difficult.

Threshing

Once again we dry the seed heads well in the greenhouse until crunchy, 
then place them on a cloth on the dry hard ground or in our barrels, and 
jump on them. After removing all the big stems we then winnow
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Selection

You’ll notice that seeds in these species can vary on each plant in size 
enormously. Some of the large seeds are an aggregate of many seeds held 
quite strongly together, others are single seeds. They should all germinate 
well, but in the seed industry the single large seeds are preferred. Large, 
heavy seeds are the best ‘mother seed’, see page 16.

Seed Life Expectancy

All beet seeds will retain 50% germination under cool, dry, dark conditions 
for 6 years, spinach 50% germination for 5 years.

Convolvulaceae Family

Pollination

Not applicable.

Isolation Distances

Not applicable.

Minimum Numbers

One plant will be enough, but more would be better, maybe 16, you will 
notice, many subtle differences between plants and being able to save your 
seed tubers from a large population will help keep a strong line. Ideally over 
100 plants.

When To Plant

Kumara are perennial vines that are propagated vegetatively, either by 
shoots from the tubers or cuttings from the tips of the growing plants. 
When placed in a warm, moist, but very free draining medium (in August), 
shoots form along the sides of each tuber, take root, can then be broken 
off with their new roots and planted straight into the garden. We plant our 
kumara in deep boxes with 8 cm of compost below them and 8 cm above.
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Rogueing/Selection

Kumara commonly carry serious viruses, and growers who keep their own 
seed over the years need to develop a system for minimizing this problem. 
Kumara with very dark patchy skin often have a virus, and it will affect 
their keeping qualities seriously.

Joseph Land, our kumara curator, minimizes the problem by taking 
cuttings from the first tips that appear from the tubers each Spring (or 
alternatively from the plants when they begin running), rooting them in a 
seed tray and then planting them out in a separate block. The tubers from 
this block are the ones to save for growing tupu the following Spring. This 
is the traditional method for keeping kumara healthy. It is well known that 
the strongest growing tips are the healthiest, and best places to collect virus 
free material.

Support/Protection

Not applicable.

Harvest

Harvest on a waning moon, keeping the tubers from each plant separate 
until you can see which plants have the best crops and these will be your 
seed kumara.

Drying

Dry well on the ground turning after 2-3 days of sun and then another day 
or so for the other side. Cover the kumara at night with the leaves that were 
cut off them, removing them before the sun comes out each day.

Selection/Storage

Select the big fat female tubers that have narrow ends rather than the long 
thin kumara with less obvious ends to the kumara for seed. Store the kumara 
in cardboard boxes or wooden boxes or kete, keeping each kumara from 
touching another by wrapping in paper, or putting in layers of sawdust or 
using layers of silver fern or bracken, which are fungal deterrents.
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Cucurbitaceae Family

Genus Species Common Name

Citrullus Vulgaris Watermelon, Citron

Cucumis

Melo Muskmelon, Cantaloupe, Honeydew, Casaba, 
Armenian Cucumber (Snake Melon), 
Asian Pickling Melon, Pocket Melon (Vine 
Pomegranate), Vine Peach (Mango Melon), 
Rockmelon

Metuliferus Jelly Melon (African Horned Cucumber aka 
Kiwano)

Sativus Cucumbers (except Armenian Cucumber & 
African Horned Cucumber)

Cucurbita

Ficifolia Malabar Gourd (Chilacayote)

Maxima Squash (Vars – Banana, Buttercup, Hubbard, 
Turban, Triamble, Green Chestnut, Red Kuri, 
Crown)

Mixta Squash (Vars – Green Striped Cushaw, White 
Cushaw, Wild Seroria Squashes, Silver Seeded 
Gourds)

Moschata Squash (Vars – Butternut, Cupola, Chuck’s 
Winter)

Pepo Squash (Vars – Acorn, Crook Neck, 
Scallopini, Small Striped and Warted Gourds, 
Spaghetti, Zucchini, Kamokamo, Gem 
Squash)

Lagenaria Siceraria Hard Shelled Gourd

Sechium Edule Chayote (Choko or Vegetable Pear)
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This family in its many and varied forms, has been feeding the world since 
the beginning of recorded history, possibly in every country of the world, in 
every culture both past and present.

Pollination

All members rely on insects for pollination, especially bees which will 
travel several kms. All members of the curcurbitaceae family will accept 
pollen from all other members of the same species. The pumpkins of 
progeny of uncontrolled crosses will bear little or no resemblance to 
those of the parents. Luckily there are several species and it’s possible to 
grow one pumpkin from each species and get a reasonable range without 
them crossing (i.e. you can grow 3 pumpkins each year, one from each 
of the pepo, moschata and maxima families, without them crossing). 
P.S. Curcurbita mixta do not do well in most of New Zealand, they will 
potentially grow well in the very hottest arid areas.

Hand Pollination

If you’re saving seed, you can also hand pollinate pumpkins. 

Hand Pollination in 5 easy steps:

1. Go out into your pumpkin patch in the late afternoon and look around 
for male and female flowers that will open in the morning for the first 
time. It is pretty easy to tell which ones are about to open but if you are 
not confident then I suggest you mark those you guess will open in the 
morning, they will be showing some yellow, when the sun comes out 
and then go out again in the morning to see if you were right. It won’t 
take long to get that right. Once you know what the flowers look like 
that will open in the morning choose 2-3 male flowers for each female 
flower you wish to pollinate in the morning. It is easy to see which are 
female flowers because they all have very visible pumpkins behind the 
flower, whereas the males don’t. Use cellotape to tape up the flowers 
so the bees don’t get there before you in the morning, then mark each 
flower with a bamboo stake or similar so that you can easily and quickly 
find your flowers in the morning (diagram 9).
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2. Go out in the morning with more cellotape and a fine paint brush, and 
firstly pick the male flowers by their stems, and carefully tear off all the 
petals so that you have only the stamen remaining that you can hold by 
the flower stem (diagram 10). Lay your stamens on a plate or container 
then find your female flower and gently peel off the cellotape so that the 
petals slowly open out exposing the stigma, on top of the style that the 
pollen travels down to fertilise the ovary in the pumpkin (diagram 11). 
If you are gentle you can simply hold the male stamen by the stem and 
gently tap pollen from it into and onto the female stigma, or you can 
use your brush to take pollen from the male to the female. Do this again 
with your other male flower.
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3. Once you have put your pollen onto the stamen cellotape the flowers 
(petals) back up again so that no bees can gain entry to this flower whilst it 
is still in a receptive period, (which is one day, usually only the morning).

4. Place a tag or label or mark this pumpkin in some way so you know that 
it has been hand pollinated.

5. Make sure you water your plants to increase your chances of pollination.

Traditionally the seed is always saved from pumpkins which set after the 
first few on each vine. The first few courgettes or the first pumpkins on a 
vine contain far less seed than those that set later.

Isolation Distances

If you want to save your own seed, without having to hand pollinate, you’ll 
have to check out any neighbour’s gardens within bee flying distance as 
well. Each plant produces both male and female flowers. My experience 
shows that bees as well as wind, use valley systems to travel down, and I 
have found that sometimes different members of the same species can be 
grown relatively close without crossing when using these patterns. You will 
have to do your own research in your own environment!
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Minimum Numbers

It is best to grow 25+ pumpkins of each cultivar to maintain genetic 
variability, rather than saving seed from only one fruit or vine.

When To Plant

For the best seed you must plant your seed in late September/October, 
possibly early November to give the plants maximum time to mature, 
depending on your local climate.

Rogueing

Choose your best plants if you have many planted, select for health, vigour, 
taste. If you are concerned that some of your original seed may be crossed 
then rogueing before the flowers open is critical, if you don’t plan on hand 
pollinating. You can actually see what the fruit is going to be like quite well 
before the flowers open. If you can see they are not true to type, pull the 
whole plant out now before the flowers open and the pollen from this plant 
ruins all the other seed. Look for shape and colour. Shape doesn’t change 
and yellow turns orange and any other colour just turns a darker version of 
that colour or bi colour etc.

Processing

Once you have your pumpkins and cucumbers harvested, it is best to 
save them to fully mature for up to a month before taking out the seed. 
Pumpkins will be best to leave for a month, or far longer if you are wanting 
to save the seed from the longest keepers, you’ll need to keep them as long 
as possible to know you are selecting for that quality. Obviously cucumbers 
a shorter time, to ensure they don’t actually rot and melons obviously 
remove the seed as you eat them.

Traditionally, the seed for saving was taken from the best pumpkins and 
cucumbers (maybe the best tasting or longest storing etc.) and it was 
selected from the middle of the cavity. The strongest seed is in the middle of 
the family of seeds, brothers and sisters.
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Fermentation

Rather than simply just collecting and drying the seed of all pumpkins, 
cucumbers, melons and gourds, you can put the seed into water for a 
day or two (stirring often) and then rub and float off all the orange flesh, 
gelatinous coating and rubbish that hangs onto the seed if simply dried. 
There is no real need to do this for home seed saving, but it does make for 
beautiful seed, and free flow seed if you are planning to packet it to share or 
sell it. The process of tipping off all the seeds that do not sink will give you a 
high germination rate because you will be removing all the weak and poor 
seed with no or low germination and strength.

Drying

You can then simply dry the seed until it snaps when bent and store (a 
window sill, dehydrator or greenhouse are good places to dry the seeds). Be 
sure you have a dehydrator that has a temperature control on it, so that you 
don’t cook the seed. Never dry seeds over 35°C. Pumpkin seed goes mouldy 
very quickly if not dried fast.

Seed Life Expectancy

Watermelon seed will remain viable for 6 years under cool, dry, dark 
conditions, rock melons 5 years, cucumber 10 years, all squash and 
pumpkin 6 years.
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Fabeaceae 

Genus Species Common Name Flower Type, 
Pollination

When to 
Plant

Minimum 
No.

Isolation

Glycine max Soybean (e.g. 
black, brown, 
Kaitaia)

perfect, self 
pollination

when soil 
warms up in 
Spring

20+ 3-6m

Lupinus mutabilis Tarwi perfect, self 
pollination

once hard 
frosts finish 
in Spring

20+ 3-6m

Phaseolus coccineus Runner Bean 
(e.g. Scarlet 
Runner, Black 
Seeded Runner)

perfect, self fertile, 
insect pollinated

after danger 
of heavy 
frosts

50+ 50-150m 
depending 
on trees 
hills etc.

vulgaris Common Bean 
(e.g. Borlotti 
Stoppa, Bob’s 
Bean, Purple 
Pod) both dwarf 
& climbing

perfect, self fertile, 
self pollinated

after danger 
of frost

20+ 3-6m

lunatus Lima bean 
(Butterbean)

perfect, self fertile, 
insect pollinated

after danger 
of frost

50+ 50-150m

Pisum sativum Garden Pea, 
Edible Podded 
Pea (e.g. Amish 
Snap, Bohemian 
Sugar Pea, 
Picton Sno)

perfect, self fertile, 
self pollinated

after danger 
of heavy 
frosts

20+ 3-6m

Vicia faba Broad Bean perfect, self fertile, 
insect pollinated

early Spring 
or Autumn 
in warmer 
climates

50+ 50-150m

Vigna angularis Aduki bean perfect, self fertile, 
self pollinated, 
occassionally insect 
pollinated

after danger 
of frost

50+ 3-6m

unguiculata 
sesquipedalis

Yard Long bean perfect, self fertile, 
self pollinated, 
occassionally insect 
pollinated

when soil 
warms up in 
Spring

50+ 3-6m

Pollination

There are so many species and variations in this family between species. 
Best to check the chart above.
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A lot of people get confused with ‘climbing beans’ and ‘runner beans’. 
Runner beans refers to the P. coccineus species (Scarlett Runner family) 
which are climbing beans and cross very readily with other runner beans. 
Climbing beans are Phaseolus beans, which do not readily cross, see above.

Isolation

All distances are marked on the chart above and there are so many 
variations in this family.

Minimum Numbers

Listed on chart above.

When To Plant

Listed on chart above.

Rogueing

Watch for signs of disease resistance, flavour, production or adaptability to 
your local conditions, and save seeds from the best. Eat the rest.

Support/Protection

Many beans and peas need support any way just to harvest an edible crop, 
and broadbeans sometimes need a string fence around the bed or something 
similar to prevent lodging, however you may also have to keep birds off your 
pea crops to harvest the seed. We hang netting over the pea trellis.

Harvest

The easiest way is to be able to leave your beans and peas on the vines until 
they are crunchy dry.

Drying

If you are unable to do this they can be picked before fully dry and the 
drying finished in the greenhouse etc., they must be crunchy dry to easily 
extract the seed.
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Threshing

Beans and peas are the easiest to clean and the most fun, because the seeds 
are so beautiful. Tip onto the ground on a tarpaulin, or into a cut off barrel 
(see diagram 3), and jump on them. The seeds come out easily and the pods 
can be simply removed by hand.

Winnowing

If you pick the barrel up at one end, about 20 cm off the ground, and shake 
the barrel, the seeds will all go to the bottom and the chaff will go to the 
top. Remove rough big chaff by hand then you can tip the seed from one 
container to another in the breeze to extract the reaming finer chaff. You 
can also rub the seed on a screen so that the finer chaff falls through. 
Beans attract weevils, so I always freeze my bean seed before storing.

Seed Life Expectancy

Runner beans will retain 50% germination if kept cool, dry and dark for 3 
years, peas 50% for 3 years, broad beans 50% for 6 years, common beans 
50% for 4 years.
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Gramineae Family

Common 
Name

Genus Species Pollination Minimum 
No.

When To Plant Isolation 
Distances

Corn Zea mays Monoecious and 
self compatible 
wind pollinated

200+ when ground 
warms in Spring

250-800m

Sorghum Sorghum bicolour perfect, self fertile, 
wind pollination 
possible, mostly self 
pollinated

50+ when ground 
warms in Spring

30-60m

Rye Secale cereale perfect, self 
incompatible, wind 
pollinated

80+ Autumn 300m

Barley Hordeum vulgare perfect, self 
compatible, self 
pollinated

20+ Autumn 
or Spring 
depending on 
cultivar

3-6m

Oats Avena sativa perfect, self fertile, 
self pollinated

20+ early Spring 3-6m

Wheat Triticum perfect, self fertile, 
self pollinated

20+ Autumn or 
Early Spring 
depending on 
cultivar

3-6m

Khorasan

Millet Panicum milliaceum perfect, self 
pollinated

20+ when ground 
warms in Spring

3-6m

Flaxseed Linum usitatissimum perfect self fertile 
self pollinated

20+ early Spring 3-6m

The Gramineae family is a huge family that covers grains and grasses.

Pollination/Isolation Distances

Information in chart above.

Minimum Numbers

Information in chart above.
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When To Plant

The best seed will be from plants that have had the whole growing season 
to fully mature. Plant when the seed packet or catalogue tells you is the 
best time to plant for food production for that particular cultivar.

Rogueing

Corn and all grains require constant vigilance to keep a line strong. Begin 
rogueing by going through your mother seed carefully. Choose seeds with 
hard, translucent seed coats, no wrinkling or cracking in the seed, or dents, 
unless it is dent corn.

Then... as you notice differences in the way the plants grow, or the colours 
in the leaves. If you see plants that stand way above the others or way 
below you need to decide if you would choose this variability or not. It may 
be a sign that the seed is crossed, or just a diverse population you could be 
keen to maintain.

The next stage where you can rogue corn is at the sweet corn or green 
stage. Selecting and marking only the best corn cobs for seed before 
picking the rest for eating is critical. I usually tie brightly coloured pieces 
of cloth on the largest and best looking cobs, and strongest plants that have 
the most cobs. If you are growing blocks of more than one cultivar then be 
sure to harvest or mark your seed cobs from the middle of the patch.

The third point at which you can rogue is when you harvest the seed heads/
cobs. See below under Selection.

Support/Protection

Corn needs no support or protection except from birds and rats in some 
cases. Common sense applicable here.

Other grains may need support if they are being grown in bio-intensive 
beds. We put stakes around the outside of beds and tie string around to 
make a tight fence so the grain doesn’t fall over. Most grains will need bird 
netting placed over the grain as explained in introduction to avoid losing 
your crop. See page 13.
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Harvest

Leave corn and other grains to dry on their stems as long as possible. 
If necessary harvest before fully ripe and place in green house to finish 
drying, and maturing grain was traditionally stocked, harvested and left in 
the field for a few days/weeks to mature) before threshing.

When picking corn leave the husk on the cob until it’s very dry then you 
can remove the husks to finish drying the cobs. There are different ways the 
corn cobs can be managed. Some people leave the corn in the field until it 
is very dry, then simply pull off the outside sheaths covering the grain and 
then throw into a corn crib. The other way I’ve done it is to leave the cobs 
on the plants as long as possible, keep an eye on rat and bird damage, and 
then throw the cobs, after pulling off the sheaves, onto the wire rack in the 
greenhouse to fully dry.

Threshing/Processing

Most grains are very easy to thresh simply by placing when dry and hard, 
onto a tarp on the ground and dancing on them or using a flail to beat 
them. Once the corn seeds are really dry, you can put the cobs through 
the shucker and store the grain in a poly pail. Leaving the seed on the cobs 
helps to keep the weevils out, as was traditionally done. Check out storage 
below if you plan on keeping your own seed from this corn.

Selection

For most small grain seeds you can use the selection instructions on page 
16. For corn there is a little more to it. You have keep your best 200 cobs 
separate to the rest of your cobs. Next organise yourself so that you have 
a good chopping board and a machete or chopper, and chop both ends off 
each cob. If you look carefully you will see that on each cob, the kernels 
in the middle of each cob are uniform. At each end they vary in size and 
shape. We cut these varying, usually small and unusual shaped kernels off 
so that they are not in the seed corn. The chickens get those kernels! The 
remaining cobs with all the kernels on them can then go through your 
corn shucker or you can remove the seed by hand and mix it. The mixing 
ensures you have genetic strength to keep that line strong.
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Storage

For those of us growing corn in large enough quantities to make porridge, 
and use for chook food, bread etc., corn cribs (as our ancestors used to have) 
will probably be the easiest way to store it (diagram 12).

Seed Life Expectancy

Sorghum and sweetcorn will retain 50% germination for 4 years under 
cool, dry, dark conditions, popcorn, flour corn and dent corn will remain 
viable for far longer.
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Portulaceae Family

We grow two cultivars from this family for eating: Miner’s Lettuce and Purslane.

Pollination

Miner’s lettuce is self pollinating and is not pollinated by insects. Miners 
lettuce does not cross with Purslane. Purslane is also self pollinating.

Isolation Distances

Isolation distances are not required.

Minimum Numbers

Seed from 20+ plants to maintain genetic diversity.

When To Plant

Purslane is a heat loving plant, so plant in October or November to collect 
the best seeds. Miner’s lettuce is a cold loving plant. Plant for seed either in 
Autumn (April in the North, maybe March in colder areas) or in early Spring.

Rogueing/Selection

Watch for variation and take out those that are weak or choose an 
especially good one for seed.

Support/Protection

Neither need any support as they are both ground hugging plants.

Harvest

Both of these plants drop their seed quickly, and on top of that the Miner’s 
lettuce seed is very hard to see. I find it best to visit them both when they 
are flowering twice a week to check what the seed heads look like, and 
harvest all heads that look as though the seed is darkening in colour onto a 
cloth. I usually harvest whole plants in the case of Miner’s lettuce because 
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they have such a fragile connection to their roots that picking parts of the 
plant often breaks the connection.

Processing

The seed easily falls out of the seed heads onto the cloth as it dries in 
the greenhouse.

Seed Life Expectancy

Miner’s lettuce will remain viable for 5 years under dry, dark, cool 
conditions, purslane 7 years.
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Solanaceae Family

Genus Species Common Name Flower Type, 
Pollination

Minimum 
No.

Isolation 
Distance

Capsicum

annuum Sweet & Chili 
Peppers

perfect, self 
or insect

50+ 100-500m

baccatum Kellu-uchu perfect, self 
or insect

50+ 100-500m

frutescens Tabasaco perfect, self 
or insect

50+ 100-500m

pubescenrs Manzano perfect, self 
or insect

50+ 100-500m

Lycopersicon lycopersicum Tomato perfect, self 
or insect, 
mostly self

20+ 3-15m

Solanum melongena Eggplant perfect, self 
or insect

50+ 100-500m

Physalis

ixocarpa Tomatillo perfect, self 
or insect

80+ 250-800m

peruviana Cape 
Gooseberry

perfect, self 
or insect

80+ 250-800m

Pollination

All species of the Solanaceae family are self pollinating. Bees are not 
attracted to these flowers but many other insects are, and a lot of crossing 
can occur. See chart above.

Isolation Distances

See chart above.

Minimum Numbers

See chart above.
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When To Plant

Eggplant and pepper seed needs to be planted in late August and early 
September to crop well over Summer and achieve best seed results. 
Tomato seed should be planted in September or October for best seed. 
All solanaceae are warm season plants doing well only once the soil has 
warmed to 15°C

Rogueing/Selection

Peppers, tomatoes and eggplants. If you weighed the fruit that comes from 
each vine you could select for weight of crop. Decide exactly what you want 
to select for, before your plants begin cropping, as this will affect your seed 
and fruit/plant characteristics over time. Do you choose early fruiting, or 
disease resistance over the whole season, length of cropping, form of plants, 
health, taste etc.

Always be on the lookout for your special plants and mark them carefully 
as your mother seed plants.

Harvest

Watch for birds eating the juicy seed part out of tomato plants before you 
get to them. They may need to be picked a little early or netted. Peppers 
must be fully ripe and coloured up before harvesting for seed. Eggplant 
fruits must be left to fully mature until they go hard with yellowish skin, 
before harvesting for seed collection.

Processing

With tomatoes I cut the top (the end that was attached to the plant) off the 
fruit and squeeze out the seeds with the juice that surrounds them. Leave 
this juice to go mouldy on top 3-5 days, then add water and stir vigorously. 
The good seeds will sink and the poor seeds and the rubbish will float. Pour 
the rubbish off the top, add water and repeat until you have clean seed in 
the bottom of the container. I then tip the seeds into a sieve and bang them 
into the drier or a piece of absorbent paper. Make sure that the temperature 
of the dehydrator if you are using one is able to be controlled and is lower 
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than 35°C. Once the seeds are dry, you can rub them between your fingers 
to separate the seed again. You can just squeeze the seed straight from the 
tomato onto toilet paper or newspaper and dry the seeds in the sun, that 
will work fine, but they are hard to separate and use this way.

Pepper seeds are easier. Just scoop them out of the peppers (be careful 
if they are hot peppers as the heat is concentrated at the top of the seed 
stalks, wear gloves if necessary). Place the seeds in a container in the sun, 
greenhouse, drier etc., and when crunchy, separate seeds and extraneous 
material, and store.

To save the seed of eggplants, leave the fruit on the plant until they are 
mature (they change colour) and hard before picking. Then chop them up 
and whiz in a blunt old blender with water. If you then tip this mixture 
into a jar and add water, the good seeds will sink and the weak seeds and 
rubbish will float. It can then be tipped off and the good seeds dried.

Potato seed is easy to save, as most of the work will already be done by the 
harvest stage. Simply choose your best large or egg size potatoes and hang 
up in an onion bag in the light to stop them sprouting, or in a sack in the 
dark and cool to stop them sprouting. Those that begin actively sprouting  
first in Spring are the early potatoes, the ones that want to be planted first 
and that grow better in the cooler season.

Seed Life Expectancy

Peppers will retain 50% viability after 3 years if kept dry, dark and cool, 
tomatoes will remain viable for 4-10 years.

Potatoes

Potatoes are saved usually by saving tubers rather than seed, and they are 
cool Summer plants rather than warm Summer plants, however they need 
annual careful rogueing to maintain strong true to type seed lines. All plants 
that appear for any reason at all to be not quite normal must be removed as 
early in the season as possible. Disease is spread in potatoes by insects such 
as aphids that are sap feeders so ensuring rogueing is done early in the season 
makes a huge difference to the potential spread of disease.
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The first rogue is done during before the seed is planted. When you take 
your seed from the onion sacks where it was kept hanging all winter under 
the eaves your shed etc., discard any seed that is rotten or feels very soft, or 
has potato tuber moth faeces hanging from the eyes. Place seed in trays and 
to grow shoots 4 weeks before planting, which now that we have the psyllid 
in New Zealand must be before mid September.

The second rogue can be done at planting time. Any seed potato that has 
weak shoots, or shoots of a different colour, can be discarded.

Once the potato tops emerge any leaves that show crinkling, yellow streaks, 
stunted growth etc., must be removed. Once flowering begins you can 
rogue out any that have different coloured flowers or are weak plants.

Harvest time is your next opportunity to maintain strong, true and 
productive seed. Harvest your plants individually and keep the crop that 
grew under each plant in its own pile. Once you have finished digging 
you can go long your lines and select the plants that have the heaviest best 
looking tubers. These are your seed tubers. The largest tubers will grow 
you your best potatoes next year but you may choose to keep the egg sized 
potatoes as your seed because of the suitability of that size for planting.
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Valerianaceae Family

Corn salad is the only member of this family that we grow to eat, and it’s 
a bit tricky because it drops all its seed on the ground very quickly after it 
matures. It also needs light to germinate so it’s a great self seeder.

Pollination

By insect.

Isolation Distance

No information available but the round leaf and the strap leaf do not seem 
to cross in our gardens.

Minimum Numbers

32-64.

When To Plant

While still warm in Autumn.

Rogueing/Selection

Watch for exceptional plants to save seed from, remove all weak plants.

Support Protection

Don’t need anything except vigilance to ensure all seed doesn’t drop out on 
the ground before you harvest it.

Harvest

Take a sheet and lay it beside your cornsalad bed. Cut the plants from 
their roots and remove entire plant into your sheet. In order to harvest the 
maximum amount of seed it is best to let the first seed drop, and harvest 
the plants to obtain maximum seed in the middle of its seeding stage.
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Drying

Leave to finish drying in greenhouse. I put the plants on a fine meshed 
sheet on a shelf in the greenhouse and the plants dry and drop all their seed 
on the sheet.

Seed Life Expectancy

Unsure, but short lived seed.
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Seed Storage 

All of the seed discussed (except potatoes and garlic, yacon, Jerusalem 
artichokes and other tubers) has to be dried to around 10% moisture level 
(all seed that is left to fully dry in the sun until very dry, or in a dehydrator 
at 30°C for 24 hours or so, longer if wet seed processed, will end up at 
around 10% moisture). Seed must be stored carefully to keep it alive and 
strong until the next planting season, or later.

One way to make sure this happens is to put it all through the freezer for 
3 days before storing to make sure there are NO bugs or bug eggs, in the 
seed that could potentially eat it. Beans and corn are the worst affected (by 
weevils), however many kinds of seed can be badly affected just when you 
least expect it.

Putting the seed in the freezer will not affect its viability unless it has not 
been dried well enough before it goes in. Theoretically it must be down to 
10% moisture or it will be affected − practically on a home garden scale 
we cannot accurately measure the moisture levels in our seed any other 
way than using our eyes and fingers. I have found that my eyes and fingers 
always serve me well and it is easily possible to see or feel if a seed is dry 
enough. Pumpkin seeds snap if they are dry, if they bend they are not.

Other methods for keeping bugs out of seed are using herbs and leaves that 
contain pesticide qualities − things like wormwood, diatomaceous earth, 
neem leaves (traditionally used in India), maybe Ngaio, garlic, wood ash etc. 

Once you have decided how to manage the potential pest problem, then the 
seed must go into an airtight jar, tin or container and be stored in a dark, 
vermin proof, dry, cool place. Some people use the bottom of the fridge or 
freezer. If you choose this option for one reason or another (often because 
the rats will not get in!), then making sure the containers are airtight is 
critical. At home I use a special vermin proof wooden box that I keep in a 
cool dark place.
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Indigenous people found ingenious ways of saving seed from one season or 
year to the next. For many Indian and African and central American people 
they tied their seeds in bundles of cloth and hung them in their huts above 
the fires so they would be covered frequently with smoke, keeping them 
safe from insects rodents etc. Others stored them in breathing, fired but not 
glazed pottery jars or urns, with clay lids and neen leaves inside them or 
wood ash, to keep bugs off the seed, under the floor or a bench or bed.

In countries with a very low humidity, e.g. California, seed can be kept in 
hessian or cloth bags with no fear of the humidity affecting the seed, but 
here in NZ the seed will not keep long in cloth bags, they must be kept dry 
to survive.

“Variety is not only the spice of life, but the very staff of life. Diversity 
is nature’s fail safe mechanism against extinction. It provides the vast 
genetic pool of accumulated experiences and characteristics from which 
change can originate. Any banker recommends a diversified portfolio 
in case one stock fails. The most unpredictable future may be upon us, 
and by diminishing diversity, we are shrinking the genetic pool that is 
the very source of biological options for survival. The gene pool is the 
real treasure. This living treasure of seeds comprises billions of years of 
evolution, and at least twelve thousand years of human selection for 
agriculture. Its loss represents the greatest threat to life on earth as we 
know it.”  Seeds of Change, Kenny Ausubel
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